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Introduction
In the previous part of the Ruminations, we looked at how the string, quill and jack
interact. To be able to do so, we picked up some knowledge about moments of force
and how to find out whether objects are moving or rotating or standing still. In the
present part we will focus entirely on quills and their durability. This will require a bit
more theory, this time of how objects react internally to forces from the exterior. We will
see that inside an object the laws of Newton and the equilibrium of moments of force
apply in the same way as they do on the outside. It is Newton everywhere.

Bending beams
If we push a string up with a quill, the quill will bend. But why does it bend the way it
does, why doesn’t it keep straight, and when will it break? To answer these questions
we need to look at what happens inside the quill. In the previous chapter about jacks
I remarked that we can view the quill as a tiny beam and that is what we will do here.
It was Leonard Euler1 together with Daniel Bernoulli2 who developed the theory of
how beams behave when forces are applied to them and it is so thorough that it is still
used today. Every bridge, car or building requires the application somewhere of their
theory. Though it is actually valid only for small deformations, we can still use it to
gain qualitative insight into how a quill behaves.
The basic idea is that you imagine a beam to consist of layers, like plywood, but with
many very thin layers. If you bend it in a curve, the layers on the outside get stretched,
those on the opposite side get squeezed and the middle layer will remain unchanged.
1 Leonard Euler, 15 April 1707 – 18 September 1783 was a Swiss mathematician, physicist, astronomer,
logician and engineer. We have seen his name before, and we will see his name again later on. Euler was
not only one of the greatest minds of all time, he was also the most prolific: his total output comprises tens
of thousands of pages.
2 Daniel Bernoulli, 29 January 1700 – 17 March 1782) was a Swiss mathematician and physicist.
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Euler and Bernoulli knew from earlier investigations by Hooke3 that all materials are
elastic to some degree, and that when a material is stretched or compressed, it is accompanied by forces that pull or push. Moreover, the amount it is stretched or compressed
is directly proportional to the force applied: twice the force stretches the material twice
as much.
Figure 1 illustrates this idea. To make the drawing clearer I have exaggerated the
thickness and the amount of bending. The two round arrows with the M’s indicate that
there are moments of force applied to its ends to make it bend. To provide an example
of this, you can think of a stick that you want to break: you hold the ends in your hands
and start twisting them. Now imagine that someone has previously cut the stick in two
halves and glued them together without you noticing it. The triangles with the arrows
indicate the forces that the glue on the right half would have to withstand to hold the
two halves together. (Newton’s Third Law says that the left half will experience the
same forces, but in the opposite direction.)
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Figure 1: Internal forces in a bending beam.

If you measure along the centre-line of the stick (the dashed line), it will have the
same length as the stick when it was straight, it’s not longer or shorter, not stressed or
compressed, so the internal stress along this line is zero. If we now measure along the
inner part of the bend, we will find that it has become shorter than it was when the
stick was straight. There must be pressure inside that shortens the outside. As for the
outer bend, this has become longer so there must be some force pulling on the inside.
Remember what a moment of force is? It is a force multiplied by the distance to the
pivot point. You can calculate the moment of force that the force triangles create. This
moment of force will be exactly equal to the moment of force M applied to the ends so
that the halves that we glued together comply indeed with the equilibrium of moments
of a force.
So you can think of the beam as consisting of very thin layers, each of them compressed or stretched to some degree, depending on how far they are away from the
centre-line. For a practical application of the theory of Euler and Bernoulli, the reader
can refer to the Appendix.
Not only can we imagine the beam to be built up of layers, we can also visualise the
internal forces as lines along these layers. It is interesting to do this for a beam that has
3 Robert

Hooke (28 July 1635 – 3 March 1703) was an English natural philosopher, architect and poly-

math.
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a scratch across the upper surface. Figure 2a shows a close-up of this situation in which
the force lines are the dashed lines. As the surface is interrupted by the scratch, the
force lines have to deviate a little, creating a concentration of the forces at the bottom of
the scratch. If the tension at that point builds up enough a small crack will open there,
causing the force lines to deviate even further, making the crack grow and ultimately
breaking the whole beam. This is how glass is cut. It is also how you break delrin quills,
though, unlike glass, not by a single movement but by applying a smaller force many
times.
This phenomenon is called fatigue. The force only needs to be just big enough to
make the crack grow a tiny bit every time it is applied. After many repetitions, the
crack eventually becomes so big and the quill so weak that it will break. Indeed, the
resistance of a material to fatigue is determined not only by the magnitude of the forces,
but also by the number of times this force is applied.

M
(a) Force lines near a scratched surface.

M
(b) Bending a deck of cards.

Figure 2

In the case of bird quill, the mechanism is a bit different due to the different structure of a feather as compared to delrin. Whereas delrin is a homogeneous material, a
feather consists of real layers, not just imaginary ones4 . To understand the implications,
imagine bending a deck of cards. The result will be something like that shown in Figure 2b. The cards will all bend individually, but slide over each other and the ends will
not line up anymore. To make the deck behave like a beam, we need to glue the cards
together. The glue then prevents the cards from sliding over one another and they will
bend as one single beam.
Imagine a quill where the upper layer is interrupted and let us see what this means
for the force lines in a bending quill. In Figure 3a I have drawn a few of the outer layers
at the top surface of a bending quill where the upper layer is not complete. (I have left
out the moments of force at the ends that make it bend, you will have to imagine they
are there.) A force line near the surface (the dashed line) will cross the glue layer. So the
glue needs not only to withstand the sliding of layers over each other but also prevent
the (partial) upper layer from peeling off. You can try this with the card deck, it will
cost some extra pressure to keep the outermost card fully in contact with the one below
4 Delrin

may have an internal microstructure with a certain orientation due to the way it is manufactured, but that cannot be compared to the real layered structure of a feather.
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at each of its ends. If the adherence between the layers is not strong enough, the partial
layer will start to peel off. This is a crack growing along the weakest bond, horizontally
between the layers.

(a) Growth layer starting somewhere
along a bird quill.

(b) Partial layer peeling off.

Figure 3: Force lines inside a quill with a partial growth layer. To keep the diagrams
simple I have not drawn the moments of force that act on the ends that make it
bend.

This is why bird quill does not break, but gives a softer voicing when it yields. (With
seagull feathers you can see peeled off layers from their whitish, opaque appearance.)
Once the peeling off has started, the force line crossing the glue line will shift along in
accordance with the split, continuing the peeling process, see Figure 3b. As the split
comes closer to the tongue, where the moment of force induced by the string becomes
bigger, the peeling may accelerate. We can therefore expect this splitting process to be
one of escalation, with the quill becoming softer quite rapidly rather than slowly over
a long period of time.

Friction
In the previous part of our Ruminations I promised to say something about friction
between the string and the quill. This seems to be a good moment to do so.
A friction force is a force that works along a surface and is present when two objects
are are pressed together and do not slide over each other without resistance. The size of
the friction force depends on the force with which the two objects are pressed together
and on the roughness of the surfaces: stronger forces and rougher surfaces result in
more friction. Figure 4a illustrates the idea: the quill exerts a friction force on the string,
the string thus exerts a friction force on the quill, equal in size but opposite in direction.
The friction force results from the string force perpendicular to the quill surface (see
Figure 4b). The total string force is now the sum of this perpendicular component and
the friction force. The string is pulled a little bit towards the tongue by the friction.
Because there is now a component along the surface of the quill, the total string force
does not point perpendicularly down on the quill anymore.
The friction force finds its origin in irregularities on the surfaces that make them
“grab” each other. Instead of sliding down, the string jumps from one unevenness to
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(a) Friction forces between string and
quill. The string and quill are drawn detached, but in reality they are making
contact. Not drawn is the component
of the string force perpendicular to the
quill.
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(b) Total string force in case of friction.

Figure 4: String and quill with friction.

another. If there is friction, you can hear the quill scratch the string when you press the
key very slowly. In the case of a string and a quill it is more or less like a big ball falling
down a flight of stairs: sometimes it hits a step and goes more horizontally, at other
times it falls down over the edge of a step.
Generally, when people use bird quill, they take measures to diminish the friction.
Prolonged soaking of feathers in oil, and frequent application of oil (thin, not drying, so
that it wets the whole surface of the quill) on quills in the instrument represent attempts
to ensure continuous lubrication of the surfaces. And with good reason: when there
is friction as the string slides down the quill, the intermittent nature of the friction
force will cause the string force to be applied various times before the pluck, leading to
accelerated breakage because of fatigue. (Remember that the resistance to fatigue not
only depends on the magnitude of the force applied, but also the number of times it is
applied.) Also, as you can see from Figure 4b, the quill is at a steeper angle than the
string force, so it needs to bend more and therefore the quill needs to be thinner5 . A
thinner quill will have a shorter lifetime than a thicker quill, as I will show in the next
chapter of these Ruminations.
By lubricating the surfaces the detrimental effects of friction are mitigated. The
string will slide with more ease over the roughnesses of the surface so that the peak
values of the force will be lower and consequently the lifetime of the quill will increase.
5 It is sometimes claimed that oil “hardens” the quill. I do not know of any physical or chemical process
that might accomplish this. Also, oil is applied to make the voicing softer (by stopping the quill grabbing
the string as much), so if anything it would make the quill “softer”. In my view, the only benefit of oil is
to lubricate the contact between string and quill. This reduces the friction forces and thus extends the life
of the quill, giving the illusion that the quill itself has become more resistant.
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However, if you put grease on a staircase it may mitigate the bumpy effects of the
degrees, you still wouldn’t want to use it as a slide.
Apart from the peeling of layers, there is
another way in which the correct functioning
of quill can be compromised: it can split radially6 . Figure 5 shows how this can come
FFQ
about. If the string touches the quill a bit off
centre of its width, the resulting force lines
will have to deviate to spread evenly towards
the tongue. It is the same mechanism as the
peeling off of layers, but this time in a vertical
Figure 5: Force lines in the quill
plane, and again induced by the friction force
due to friction forces and possible
of the string on the quill. If the quill is coming
split, as seen from above.
slightly sideways out of the tongue (towards
the top side of Figure 5) it will exacerbate the
deviation of force lines.
But failure of quills may not be the only problem caused by friction. The reader
may already have noticed in Figure 4a that there is a resulting moment of force on
the string. The friction force acts on the surface, and the resulting moment of force is
FFQ ×d/2 (where d is the diameter of the string). So the string rolls off the quill (rather
than sliding). As the ends of the string are fixed at the nut and bridge pins, it will result
in a torsion that may generate extraneous noises in the sound before and after the pluck.

A practical solution
Wouldn’t it be nice if there were some magical trick to get rid of the friction and these
force lines shifting between layers? Well, it so
happens such a trick exists, although there is
nothing magical about it: polishing. By polFigure 6: Polished surface with a
ishing a surface, one gets rid of the scratches
partial layer.
and unevennesses and things will slide more
smoothly over each other. Also the risk of
force lines deviating and thus concentrating
is diminished, so polished parts are much more durable. It is a common practice when
making heavy duty parts of machines7 .
6 The reference for calling it radially is the centre of the (approximately) round original shaft. The
peeling off of layers is then tangential.
7 I got the idea to apply this process to quills from my colleague Titus Crijnen who once said to me that
he had heard that if you polish bird quills they are much more durable. At that moment I wasn’t working
with quills, and I more or less forgot about it. When I made an instrument for myself a few years ago, I
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In the case of partial layers in quill, force lines would only very smoothly change
layers, not straining the connection between them excessively. It is easy to see from
Figure 6 why this is a much more resistant configuration. The tip of the partial layer is
so thin that when it bends, it doesn’t need a strong adherence to stay attached to the
lower layers.
A practical procedure that I have found to be effective is as follows. Before I polish
quills I cut the barbs off on both sides of the feather. This doesn’t need to be very
accurately done, as I will cut a wedge shape on the shaft for every quill, but it is better
to have a more or less clean shaft. I cut the top 5cm because it is too weak and too
narrow to give good quills. I then wrap a piece of soft cotton cloth around my finger,
dip it into water and afterwards into tripoli powder8 so as to get a nice thickish paste.
With that paste I rub the shaft of the feather about 30 times9 . Finally, I wipe the shaft
with a clean, humid cloth to remove any remaining polishing powder. After letting
it dry for a few minutes, it is ready for use. You can easily appreciate the effect of
polishing from Plate 1.

(a) Untreated.

(b) Polished.

Plate 1: Close-ups of shafts of seagull feathers. Both are approximately 3.5mm in width.
You do not need to worry that the lower surface of the quill is not polished. At
the bottom side, layers are not subjected to pull forces that cause layers to peel off, but
instead they are push forces that press the layers stronger together. Obviously, they also
remembered his remark and I thought I might give it a try, as the instrument would remain in my hands
so that I could experiment with it.
8 Tripoli is the silica deposition of single cell algae called diatoms. It is used for polishing lacquer work
or filling pores in French polish. It can be obtained in a well assorted shop for artists materials. I have not
tried other polish mediums like car polisher or window shield polisher. They might work as well. The
goal is to get a very smooth top surface.
9 This proved to be a good number after some experimentation. Rubbing less times produced less
stable quills, more times does not seem to increase the lifetime.
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do not slide over the string when plucking. It is only to ensure proper falling through
of the jack at the return that the lower surface has to be smooth with little friction.
Now that you have a polished quill that will be more durable, you should take care
of the surface over which it slides: the string should also be as smooth as possible to
avoid friction. To achieve this I use a strip of soft leather to which I apply a mix of an
elastic glue and tripoli. (This method is described by Daniel Gottlob Türk in 1789, see
the section “Historical context” below). With this leather strip I rub the string at the
location where it is plucked10 .
You can check whether the polishing has the desired effect. When pressing the key
slowly, you should not be able to hear any scratching of the quill on the string.
I do use some grease to lubricate new quills and found that Vaseline gives a good
result. After the initial voicing I only renew the grease when necessary: occasionally a
quill starts scratching a little bit after some time. It can be detected because the tone gets
louder and the touch harder, indicating that there is some friction creeping in. With a
tiny amount of grease this problem is normally quickly settled. If not, try polishing the
string again. If that too doesn’t help, you change the quill.
With the above procedure I have now voiced seven harpsichords, four of which are
regularly played (at least an hour a day). The oldest voicing was done five years ago,
and so far I have hardly ever had to change a broken quill, not much more than in the
case of delrin. Also, if the quill peels, then it is in general a very thin layer and really
close to the tongue so that the tone only gets slightly softer. If you have cut your quills
in the right way (see below) you can try to push it a bit deeper into the mortise and it
will do good service for quite some time.
I have never had a quill split radially as in Figure 5. This comes as no surprise. I
assessed that this kind of failure is due to the friction force between between quill and
string, which is nearly absent for polished quills.
For my experiments I have used feathers of seagull (Larus fuscus), white goose (probably Anser anser domesticus) and northern gannet (Morus bassanus). The seagull and
northern gannet feathers I collect from the beach in the moulting time. I go to the beach
on two consecutive days. The first day I collect all the feathers and throw them away.
They might have been lying around for some time already, and the action of sand that is
blown by the wind is literally sand-blasting, causing small scratches all over the shaft.
I then have confidence that the feathers I collect the next day are reasonably fresh. But
I do always check the surface for blemishes before I use a feather. Cracks or kinks or
wobbly surfaces are reason enough to discard a feather.
The white goose was bought from a supplier of harpsichord parts. Goose seems to
be a bit firmer than most seagull, and is excellent for use in the lower notes that need
stronger quills. Northern gannet is very firm and I use it only for low bass notes or
10 The advice to polish the strings is based on my experience with Malcolm Rose’s wire and older wire
from Stephen Birkett. In an email exchange in 2018 Stephen wrote to me that his newer wire, from June
2016 on, has a smoother surface. I have not yet had a chance to try it out.
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when I need really long quills. Mixing different feathers in the same register does not
seem to give any audible differences between notes.
I did not have satisfactory results with wild turkey. If used for a stronger voicing
they seem to get a bit weaker after some days, without any visible outside signs of
failure. But I encourage everyone that wants to try out the above procedure to also test
it on other types of feathers.
It may be that other types of feather are smoother than seagull and require less
polishing. I have heard that for example the Canada goose (Branta canadensis) gives
excellent quills. It would be interesting to compare the surfaces of various types of
feathers and see whether the findings support the above analysis.

Historical context
The phenomenon of fatigue was unknown in the 18th century and only began to be
investigated in the second quarter of the 19th century when it became an issue in more
complicated machinery like railway locomotives. It would take the rest of that century
before fatigue was understood as slowly growing microscopic cracks.
Nevertheless, Daniel Gottlob Türk was definitely on to something when he wrote
the following passage in his Klavierschule, 1789 (I copy this passage from A Handbook of
Historical Stringing Practice for Keyboard Instruments by Malcolm Rose and David Law
that gives the English translation by Raymond H. Haggh):
When the strings have become rusty, one makes use of soft leather painted with
glue which has not been heated too much. Then it is sprinkled with finely sifted
gravel or a finely ground pumice and allowed to dry; this is rubbed over the
strings back and forth as long as is necessary to remove the rust spots. This type
of polishing is even useful for new strings, for outside of the fact that they will
last longer, the tone becomes purer for it. If need be, the strings can even be
cleaned of rust spots with chalk, provided it is not stony.
There is quite a bit of technical information here to be gathered. Firstly, he recommends to use glue that has not been heated too much which is probably to keep the glue
more flexible. When hide glue is heated to higher temperatures, the longer molecules
will break down in shorter ones, resulting in a more brittle substance once it has cooled
and dried. By using soft leather and flexible glue, he creates a polishing tool that is able
to mould itself to small round strings.
He then remarks that polished strings last longer. This has in my opinion definitely
to do with the fact that polished surfaces are smoother and therefore the chances of
microscopic cracks forming are diminished. Strings normally break at the wrest pin,
which is where the tensions are highest and the frequent bending and straightening of
the string create “good” conditions for fatigue. His last observation is that the tone of
9

the strings becomes purer when they are polished. The only explanation I see for this
is that the contact between quill and string has become smoother.
As a final remark, I personally prefer to use tripoli instead of pumice. It has excellent
abrasive qualities but is more finely grained so that you can achieve a smoother surface.
If Türk warns that the gravel or pumice has to be finely ground, or that if you polish
with chalk it must not be stony, it is exactly to ensure that the resulting surface is really
smooth and not scratched by the polishing medium.

What more can we do?
When I first drafted this chapter I imagined a feather to be composed of many layers.
During the time that a feather grows layers would be added, thus accounting for the
fact that a feather is thin at the tip and thick towards the base (the calamus). Growth
layers, very thin and invisible to the naked eye, would simply end somewhere along the
shaft moving upwards from the base. Hence my analysis of the surface with a partial
layer (Figure 6). Apparently that was the idea shared by biologists, until recently that
is.
Just before publication of this chapter of the Ruminations, my friend Rosa Matos –
who is a biologist and whom I had asked if she could confirm the hypothesis of the increasing number of growth layers – sent me an article that describes the internal structure of the shafts of bird feathers11 . As I understand it, bird feathers are bundles of
β-keratin fibres, a very tough natural polymer, held together by an amorphous polymer matrix (the “glue”). They are in essence a fibre reinforced plastic made by nature.
The fibres run all along the shaft from the calamus and then deviate into the individual
barbs, although there are subtle details that enhance the toughness. So there are no
growth layers that end abruptly along the shaft. (It doesn’t really matter for my argument, because a scratch in the surface has the same effect.) This insight, which dates
from only a few years ago, could shed new light on the mechanical properties of bird
quill and its resistance to repeated stresses, leading to methods that make them even
more durable for plucking strings.
Another question is which feathers to use. As my friend Rosa acutely suggested,
maybe feathers that are collected during the moulting season are not the best feathers
to work with. After all, the reason birds shed feathers may be precisely because they
get weaker and need to be renewed12 . Furthermore, the article mentions infestation of
the shafts of feathers by fungi, a parasite that is known to attack feathers in both living
birds and dead. These fungi can compromise the resilience of of the shafts, so infested
feathers should be avoided, if there’s a way to detect them.
11 Microstructural tissue-engineering in the rachis and barbs of bird feathers by Theagarten Lingham-Soliar,
March 2017, https://www.nature.com/articles/srep45162.
12 Although I would strongly oppose to have birds killed specifically because I want to use their feathers.
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These are all matters that need serious study and would rather be the subject of a
series of essays called “Investigations into harpsichord building”. For our Ruminations,
we can extract more information from the Euler-Bernoulli theory that will be useful.
With that information we can formulate some guidelines that need to be observed if we
want take full advantage of the improved durability of polished quills. This will be the
topic of the next chapter of these Ruminations.

Conclusion
Our theoretical analysis suggests that polishing feathers is a good way to prolong the
lifetime of bird quill in a harpsichord. There are three advantages:
1. The layers of a polished surface are less prone to peel off because of the smoother
transitions of the force lines from one layer to another;
2. Polished feathers suffer less from fatigue because there are no intermittent forces
before the pluck, instead there is one smooth force;
3. They also suffer less from fatigue because a very reduced friction force requires a
thicker and therefore more resistant quill to be used.
My personal practical experience bears these theoretical findings out: the resulting
quills combine the advantage of the characteristic elastic touch with a cleaner sound
and a durability approximating that of delrin.

Appendix: Prestressed concrete beams
A prestressed concrete beam provides a good example of the application of Euler’s
theory.
Concrete is very good at withstanding compression but breaks easily when stretched.
Now, if you want to make a roof with concrete beams stretching from one wall to another they can easily break, even as a result of their weight alone. The forces of gravity
cause the beam to sag. (Concrete is very hard so the sagging is almost imperceptible,
but it is “elastic” like any other material.) The sagging creates forces that pull on the
outer bend and forces that push on the inner bend inside the beam. The inner bend
will be able to withstand a lot of pressure, but the outer bend will easily crack when
stretched. This will further weaken the beam, ending in total breakage.
The solution engineers have come up with is to put the whole beam under compression before it is placed with its ends on the walls. One way to achieve this is to
put a steel rod inside the beam, running from one end to the other, with threads and
bolts on it. When the bolts are tightened, the beam is put under pressure and it will be
compressed. If one then puts it with its ends on each wall it will again sag due to its
weight, but if it was compressed enough the outer bend will still be shorter than the
11

length of the original, uncompressed beam. Therefore, there will still be a push force
inside, even at the outer bend.
We can also look at this in terms of forces. The internal forces can be calculated
by adding the triangle of forces resulting from the bending to the rectangle of forces
resulting from the compression, see Figure 7. So even after bending, the concrete beam
only experiences push forces inside. The pull forces that need to counteract these push
forces (according to Newton’s Third Law) are entirely taken care of by the steel rod.
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Figure 7: Internal forces in concrete in a prestressed beam.
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